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Message from Vice
Principal  Redfearn

Happy Fall Students, Staff

and Lowe’s Grove Community.  It is my hope you are remaining safe

during our virtual teaching and learning.  I have been in education for

over 20 years and it goes without saying no other years have been like

this year I truly miss seeing everyone in the environment where I feel

learning happens at its highest level and that’s in the building.  We are

ALL. making the best of what we’re having to endure but for me it does

not make it easier.  As I am in the building now writing this, it is truly

just a building.  I am looking forward to this building becoming a school

once again and that is when students and staff are collectively here

doing what we do best — providing our students with the best we have

to offer.  I have a belief that we are Stronger, Greater when we work

Together.  Being together again is what I look forward to most.
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Conversation
With a Counselor

 Do you think students are coming to

you with problems that they probably

have with online school?

1. Yes, online school has been the main identifiable reason that

students are coming to me with a description of these

problems. In the beginning of school and throughout the

first quarter, technical issues were paramount and were

extremely frustrating to the student as well as the parent.
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2. Do you think online school  is better

or public school?

From the standpoint of safety and well-being for the

student and his/her family, I embrace the caution of

being online and applaud those who participate in

the 3 W’s (wash your hands, wear a mask, and wait six

feet a part). I will always want what’s best for the

students and I believe that in-person learning is

better for the intellectual and social development of

students who are in public schools. Another word for

public is popular and in-person learning will always

be favored over online for our students.

3. What were your thoughts when they

told us we couldn't do public school? 

My thoughts were and continue to be focused

on the safety of our students, parents, staff, and

administrators. Also, I really feel that being

healthy should always be paramount and

thoughts in the past remain consistent with

professionals that feel we should embrace the 3

W’s and keep the students out of school for

right now.



4. How has covid-19 affected your 2020?
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Yes, it has in ways that I never thought it would, such as,

spending more time at home with family. I was always

working in some capacity and I realized that I have been

missing out on the joy of family interactions. The effect

has been life altering with regards to finances and

personal interactions with my Co-Counselors, Assistant

Principal, teachers but the education I received on how

to manage my time as well as being able to identify the

importance of time with loved ones is priceless. I have

come to the conclusion that the time we spend is the

existence that we won’t be able to recover, so we should

enjoy every moment that God has blessed us to observe.

4. How has covid-19 affected your 2020?.

New to the Grove
Meet Ms. McIntyre

Social Studies/ History

Article by Treasure Brown

What is a fact that people may not know

about you? 

That I am a “realist!”

If you had not become a teacher what

would you have been instead? 

I would have been an Attorney.

Why do you teach the grade that you teach?

That’s a great question.  I love the grade level because I can talk about the world as a whole.  

We are different and learning from one another assists /; with understanding cultures.

Why did you decide to be a teacher?

I consider myself an Educator, some may refer to it as teaching.  It is one of the most direct

ways to change a life or make an impact. I believe that I am a “Life Changer”. Educating is a

memorable and invaluable contribution.

Article by: Bryan Osorio
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Student of the Week

Jeffrey Bowling- Teachers report that “He is an amazing kid.”  Jeffrey

writes very well, is extremely polite, and always takes initiative for his

own academics. He has straight A's, works extremely hard and teachers

report that he is “a joy to have in class.” Great job, Jeffrey!

Jeffrey BowlingJeffrey Bowling
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Who is the new coach for the boys basketball team?

We have that confirmed that position yet. Meaning we are still interviewing for Boys

Basketball and Cheer leading. We will have both in place before the start of the season.

What is your real expectation for a COVID basketball team?

Great question. I expect Basketball to operate as it has in the past. The only difference

may be no Fans or Less Fans. It is my hope that we will have more students trying out but

if they are not passing their classes and not showing up for class, it is going to be a

problem.

Where do you see the boys basketball team in 3 years?

COVID-19 has given Lowe’s Grove the opportunity to get a fresh start in all areas. With a

strong focus on academics students will be eligible to participate in all sports. I would

like to see more developmental training of fundamentals to ensure if you don’t know

then we will teach you. That will give players confidence at tryouts. In three years it is our

goal to be able to be competitive with any school we play.

Vikings Sports Corner
With  Christopher Garcia Canto 
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 What has been the hardest thing for you to do during corona involving teaching over 20 1.

           students?

          T he hardest thing for me is trying to truly connect with my students. I really try to get to 

          know my students and their personalities but it’s very difficult when I can’t just see them in

           the halls or at lunch and chat.

2. What do you think about teaching during corona? Do you think its easier or harder?

     I think teaching during the pandemic is definitely harder than teaching in person. It’s a lot      

     harder because I’m also worrying about my students, how they’re handling the new 

     stresses, and trying to stay available for their needs academically and personally. I’m a very 

     energetic teacher and love to get excited about what I teach and that’s really hard to do      

     when I’m sitting in front of a camera and all I see are little boxes with names in them. It also takes so 

     much more time to plan virtual lessons, prepare virtual materials, and keep Canvas updated.

3. How did you react to virtual learning when it was first introduced to be our new method of teaching

      I was excited, hopeful, and relieved. I love learning new things and taking on new challenges, so I knew

       I could adapt and find ways to make it work as well as possible. I was very relieved that we could stay 

       safe.

4. How are you trying to engage your students in virtual learning? 

     I try to convey my excitement and continually encourage my students to contribute. Some of my 

     classes have worked on collaborative activities, editing Google Slides and Jam boards together, while 

      others have played Kahoot and Gimkit to review content. I try to make sure my students know that I am 

      here for them and that mistakes happen, struggle is okay, and we can learn from each other.

5. Do you think that we should go back to physical class instead of continuing virtuaIl?

      think it all really depends on what the data about the virus suggests. I would LOVE to be back in the 

       building, with my students and my teacher-friends, but I also don’t want anyone getting sick. As long      

        as the virus is still around in great numbers, I’m fine continuing virtually. (Wear your masks!)Also 

        could you put a picture for the next school newsletter.

Viking 
Math Minute
WIth Vasu Prasad
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Recognizing 

Breast  Cancer 

Awareness Month
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